
Area
97 m²

Rooms
2

Apartment
For sale

3 282 516 PLN
33 844 PLN / m²



Offer no: 59103

LISBOA, ESTRELA, ESTRELA

Apartment Lisboa Estrela

2 Bedroom apartment with 97 sqm, brand new, with parking, in one of the most cosmopolitan neighbourhoods of Lisbon, surrounded by culture, gastronomy, 

schools, hospitals and close to the Estrela Cathedral and Tapada das Necessidades. Located on Av. Infante Santo, this magnificent and imposing gated 

community results from the combination of the rehabilitation of the existing structure and the construction of new residential buildings. Villa Infante is a project 

marked by the desire to live in a community, while preserving privacy. Neoclassical in style, this project is the result of a combination of the rehabilitation of the 

existing structure with the construction of new residential buildings. The façade, characterized by its imposing architecture, invites you to enjoy a typically 

Portuguese patio. Thought out in detail, Villa Infante is a gated community comprising T1 to T4 duplex apartments, with balconies, terraces and gardens, all with 

parking included. The bright interiors are the result of the large windows, from which one can contemplate the communal gardens, the gym and the space 

prepared for the children. The bright interiors are the result of the large windows, from which one can contemplate the communal gardens, the gym and the 

space prepared for the children.

























P R O P E R T Y

LOCATION



P R O P E R T Y  A G E N T

CONTACT

JOANNA CZAPSKA
CEO / Managing Director

phone: +48 502 709 530
email: j.czapska@partnersinternational.pl

WARSAW

Fort Piłsudskiego 2
(entrance from Idzikowskiego street)
02-704 Warsaw

+48 22 646 52 02

info@partnersinternational.pl
najem@partnersinternational.pl

TRÓJMIASTO

Kopernika 12/1
81-846 Sopot

+48 790 801 306

trojmiasto@partnersinternational.pl

The above proposal is not a commercial offer within the meaning of the law but is for information purposes. Partners International Sp. z o.o. makes every effort to ensure 
that the content presented in our offers is current and reliable. Data on offers was obtained on the basis of statements of the sellers.
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